3M™ PELTOR™ ProTac™ Hunter Headset

3M™ PELTOR™ ProTac™ Hunter & ProTac™ Shooter Headsets

Situational awareness,
enhanced attention
Both the 3M™ PELTOR™ ProTac™ Hunter and the ProTac™ Shooter Headsets come
loaded with smart new technology. The purpose is simple: You should be able to
focus your attention on your hunting and shooting. We put you in instant, intuitive
communication with your surroundings, your hunting team or range officer. The
ProTac™ Shooter and ProTac™ Hunter Headsets meets stringent requirements to help
ensure your hearing can be protected when – or if – a weapon is fired.

3M™ PELTOR™ ProTac™ Shooter Headset

Hearing protection
with level-dependent
function for ambient
listening

Hearing protection
with external audio input

3M Science. Applied to life.™

Hearing protection and situational awareness
Technology is on your side in every situation.
Sudden loud or sharp noises, whether from
your own gun or one nearby, are attenuated
instantly, helping protect your hearing
from potentially harmful noise levels. The
technology attenuates harmful noises, but you
can converse normally and are aware of what’s
happening around you.

are clearly audible. Hunters will appreciate
how the 3M™ PELTOR™ ProTac™ Hunter
Headset amplifies environmental sounds. The
3M™ PELTOR™ ProTac™ Shooter Headset
has the same qualities as the ProTac™ Hunter
Headset, but a somewhat stronger attenuation
capacity, more suited to the intensive noise
levels on a shooting range.

The ambient sound level can be adjusted in five
incremental steps to help ensure that baying
dogs, warning calls and other warning sounds

You can connect a hunting two-way radio or
cell phone to the 3.5 mm jack on the headset
and receive phone signals and calls right to

your ears. You can expect intuitive adaptation
to every hunting or shooting situation, thanks
to smart technology and easy controls.
Your ProTac™ Hunter and ProTac™ Shooter
Headsets have a rugged design with dual
shells. In the long term, good technology and
secure functions help ensure that your headset
will weather rough days in the field – in cold
and heat, rain and sleet.

Stainless Steel Wire Headband
Wire headband offers comfortable
and consistent pressure.

Attachments
The headset is available in headband.
Green colour.

Hearing Protection
Noise attenuating ear cups help
provide hearing protection in
environments with potentially
hazardous noise.

Dual shell design
To protect the electronics from sweat
inside the cup, all electronics are
placed on the outside beneath the
shell.

2xAA batteries
Lasting for approx. 100 hours of use.
The headset will turn off after 4 hrs of
non-use to save batteries. A message
will be heard when the battery is low.

Large user-friendly push buttons
To adjust volume and turn the
product on/off.

Replaceable cushions and foam
liners (hygiene kit)

3.5 mm jack
A listen-only stereo input to connect
to a cell-phone, radio, two-way radio
or other external devices (limited to
82 dB).

Level-dependent Microphones
The digital level dependent function
for ambient listening is set with five
incremental steps.
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Standard Models
Article number

Description

Legacy 3M ID

SAP ID

MT13H222A

3M™ PELTOR™ ProTac™ Hunter Headset, green, headband

UU004690648

7100088458

MT13H223A

3M™ PELTOR™ ProTac™ Shooter Headset, green, headband

UU004690630

7100088425

Article number

Description

Legacy 3M ID

SAP ID

HY220

3M™ PELTOR™ HY220 Hygiene Kit

UU008049353

7100101874

FL6CE/1

3M™ PELTOR™ FL6CE/1 3.5 mm Cable

XH001676952

7000108359

HY100A

3M™ PELTOR™ HY100A CLEAN HYGIENE PAD

XH001651351

7100064410

Accessories

MUFF_MT13H220A_MUFF_QTY
MUFF_MT13H

Attenuation
MT13H222A 3M™ PELTOR™ ProTac™ Hunter Headset
SNR=26 dB H=29 dB M=23 dB L=17 dB

3M Personal Safety Division
3M Svenska AB, Box 2341
SE-331 02 Värnamo
Sweden
Internet: www.3M.com/PELTOR

MT13H223A 3M™ PELTOR™ ProTac™ Shooter Headset
SNR=32 dB H=34 dB M=29 dB L=22 dB
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